Passive electrical properties of the membrane and cytoplasm of cultured rat basophil leukemia cells. II. Effects of osmotic perturbation.
The effects of osmotic perturbation on the dielectric behavior of cultured rat basophilic leukemia (RBL-1) cells were examined. Cells exposed to osmolalities (pi) of 145-650 mosmolal showed dielectric dispersions of the following characteristics: Permittivity increment delta epsilon(= epsilon l - epsilon h where epsilon l and epsilon h refer to the low- and high-frequency limit values) for a fixed volume concentration increased with pi; gross permittivity behavior was apparently of a typical Cole-Cole type; however, frequency dependence of conductivity was undulant and could be simulated by a superposition of two separate Cole-Cole type dispersions; separation of these subdispersions along the frequency axis was an increasing function of pi, and so was conductivity increment in the high-frequency region. As examined by light microscopy, the cells were spherical in spite of imposed anisotonic stresses and behaved as osmometers at 200-410 mosmolal. When normalized by dividing by number (not volume) concentration, delta epsilon remained relatively constant irrespective of pi. Apparent membrane capacities (Cm), analyzed by applying a single-shell model, increased systematically from a hypotonic value of approx. 1 microF/cm2 up to 5 microF/cm2 at 650 mosmolal. This increase was interpreted as due to increased cellular 'surface/volume' ratios that were confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. Cole-Cole's beta parameter, which culminated around 0.9 for isotonic cells and declined to approx. 0.8 for anisotonic cells, did not parallel the broadening of cell volume distribution but appeared to reflect changes in the intracellular conductivity caused by the anisotonic challenge. The results indicate that the dispersion method can probe changes in surface morphology as well as subcellular organelles' constitution of living cells.